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Beth Morton @beth_morton
Just under 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk new #migraine treatments w/Shoshana Lipson (@migrainemeander).
Navigating this new frontier from the new treatment options, to access, to conversations w/your doctor, to making
decisions! Qs posted here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop

Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @beth_morton: Just under 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk new #migraine treatments w/Shoshana Lipson
(@migrainemeander). Navigating th…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Just under 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk new #migraine treatments w/Shoshana Lipson
(@migrainemeander). Navigating th…

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
RT @beth_morton: Just under 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk new #migraine treatments w/Shoshana Lipson
(@migrainemeander). Navigating th…

MS Lyfe @MS_Lyfe1
RT @beth_morton: Just under 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk new #migraine treatments w/Shoshana Lipson
(@migrainemeander). Navigating th…

Migraine Lyfe @migrainelyfe
RT @beth_morton: Just under 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk new #migraine treatments w/Shoshana Lipson
(@migrainemeander). Navigating th…

Naomi 358 Brook @NemoBrook
RT @beth_morton: Just under 2 hrs to #MigraineChat! We’ll talk new #migraine treatments w/Shoshana Lipson
(@migrainemeander). Navigating th…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you are all doing as well as possible!
If you are participating for the first time, please review the chat tips & guidelines: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you are all doing
as well as possible! If…
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Beth Morton @beth_morton
Who is joining #MigraineChat today? Only if you want, introduce yourself in any way you are comfortable. I’m Beth,
your host, tweeting from Vermont where I'm waiting for Isaias to wreak havoc with my #migraine.

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you are all doing
as well as possible! If…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
My co-host today is Shoshana Lipson (@migrainemeander) a smart and talented advocate in the #migraine
community who I look to for information regularly. Thank you for being here today, Shoshana! #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton I’m Shoshana, co-hosting today and tweeting from sunny California! I’m a patient advocate, writer
and public speaker, and the founder of Hope for Migraine and Migraine Meanderings (see bio links). I’m thrilled to
join #MigraineChat!

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
I’m Shoshana, co-hosting #MigraineChat today and tweeting from sunny California! I’m a patient advocate, writer and
public speaker, and the founder of Hope for Migraine and Migraine Meanderings (see bio links). I’m thrilled to join!

Naomi 358 Brook @NemoBrook
@beth_morton I'm joining (for now anyway). I'm Naomi, joining you from a Narrowboat in England #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Reminders: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. (or
quote tweet). (2) Always include the #MigraineChat hashtag! It makes following the conversation easier & ensures
your tweets make the transcript.

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton Thank you! I'm excited to be here today!!! #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Twitter is a public forum and we are discussing potentially sensitive topics/health-related topics. Share only what is
comfortable for you. Also, no flashing GIFs or media. They can be #migraine triggers for some. #MigraineChat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton Hi I'm Anna in Indiana between rain pour downs! I have migraine and cluster attacks. Have been on
Aimovig for 23 doses, tried Ubrelvy successfully and now on Nurtec ODT. #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton Hey! I'm Katie, joining from the UK. #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton Sari joining from Boston while eating lunch and fighting with A-dobe products. I've previously joined
from another account, in case you're thinking my name is familiar but my handle isn't. #MigraineChat
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Katie @fabriKatie
@NemoBrook @beth_morton Hello! #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@NemoBrook Hi Naomi! Thanks for joining today's #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
RT @beth_morton: Reminders: (1) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Remember to start your corresponding reply
w/A1, A2, etc. (or quote…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Over the past several months, a handful of new #migraine treatments have been approved in the US: preventive &
acute #CGRPs, a ditan, a new device. Deciding which one to try may not always feel up to you, so we’d like to talk
about ways to put you in control. #MigraineChat

I Slapped Devin Nunes and Ouiser Boudreaux @nwayne66
RT @beth_morton: Over the past several months, a handful of new #migraine treatments have been approved in the
US: preventive & acute #CGRP…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q1. What are some of the factors you consider when deciding to try a new treatment for #migraine? Where do you
go for information? #MigraineChat https://t.co/sFG2B50tVr

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
RT @beth_morton: Over the past several months, a handful of new #migraine treatments have been approved in the
US: preventive & acute #CGRP…

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
A1: The factors I consider are: previous responses to treatments, severity & disability of attacks, other comorbidities,
other meds taken, insurance access, & cost. For info I look at research articles and the files my group has put
together on each new treatment. #migrainechat

Katie @fabriKatie
A1. The biggest one for me is the emotional burden. Do I want to try something that might not work and/or make
me feel dreadful or would I prefer to stick with what I know? #MigraineChat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@beth_morton A1. I first see what my neuro has to say. He is pretty open to try anything (at least once) and knows I
experience rare side effects often. Then I go to this community to hear paitent feedback. #MigraineChat

tidy wildchild @omg_a_llama
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What are some of the factors you consider when deciding to try a new treatment for
#migraine? Where do you go for in…

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton Alex joining from Wisconsin! #MigraineChat
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Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Over the past several months, a handful of new #migraine treatments have been approved in the
US: preventive & acute #CGRP…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@fabriKatie This is BIG for me, too. The devil you know is sometimes preferable. #MigraineChat

Katie @fabriKatie
On a more positive note, I've had some decent support from my GP got some good information from
@MigraineTrust #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@fabriKatie The emotional burden of trying something new for #migraine can be huge! For me, the emotional
burden of staying with a known but less effective treatment can be hard also. It's a balancing act! #migrainechat

Naomi 358 Brook @NemoBrook
@fabriKatie Yes totally get that #migrainechat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
#MigraineChat A1 - Initially it was my neurologist. Now I understand better though patient groups with Migraine
Meanderings. I also look at my past history with medications that have worked and not worked.

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@fabriKatie @MigraineTrust That's great! The @MigraineTrust has some really helpful information available!
#migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A1. Cost and insurance eligibility since my Tricare+Medicare excludes me from discount programs. I
consider if the med is similar to one I have already and read the drug trials to see what side effects come up that may
be too costly for me to try it. #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton A1. Cost, insurance coverage, insurance trade-offs (will I have to give up the one thing that does
anything in order to gamble on a thing that might not work?), emotional burden (h/t @fabriKatie), and amount of life
upheaval it would/could cause. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn  @HemingwayMuse
RT @fabriKatie: A1. The biggest one for me is the emotional burden. Do I want to try something that might not work
and/or make me feel drea…

Naomi 358 Brook @NemoBrook
A1. Side effects to some extent, and what suits my lifestyle. Living on a narrowboat I'd rather have something I can
take here rather than trek to a hospital for. I generally go to a good friend of mine who's a rearcher by occupation!
#MigraineChat.
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Katie @fabriKatie
And, being in the UK, I am SO lucky that cost has not been something I've had to consider so far. (There is some stuff
that's not available or you have to go private for but a lot is covered by the National Health Service.) #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton That makes a lot of sense, and lack of access to the discount programs when we
have government-funded insurance can be really challenging! #migrainechat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@fabriKatie So true - it was scary to try something new when I had so many bad experiences! #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton @fabriKatie Yes! There are SO many factors to consider and balance:( #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q2. What is most important for you in a new #migraine treatment - e.g. efficacy, side effects, cost, real-world data,
easy access, other factors? #MigraineChat https://t.co/AKwt4Wdpzq

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
A2: The most important things for me are: Does it help?! Is it accessible (insurance, cost, dr visit)? What are the side
effects from trials AND real world use? Is it contraindicated due to comorbidities or other meds. Then I compare risk
vs benefit! #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is most important for you in a new #migraine treatment - e.g. efficacy, side effects, cost,
real-world data, easy…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
@beth_morton A1. Cost, insurance coverage, short- and long-term side effects, interactions with my other meds. I
rely mostly on what my headache specialist tells me, but I’ve also been known to dig into some peer-reviewed
research or Facebook groups for more info. #migrainechat

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What are some of the factors you consider when deciding to try a new treatment for
#migraine? Where do you go for in…

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton A2 - yep all the above LOL! Probably the order for me would be cost, access, side effects & efficacy
because without cost & access it's not an option. #MigraineChat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@beth_morton A2. 1) Contraditions.. If it can be used with HM. 2) Side effects as I am one of the few that usually get
the rare side effects and many can make my other coniditions worse. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A2. It's hard to pick one, probably efficacy (esp. real-world, on patients like me), but I've been burned by some nasty
side effects - especially with preventives - so that is a *tight* second. Cost is huge, but I have gotten good at finding
access. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A2. Efficiency and a lack of side effects that may render me as useless as the migraine I’m trying to
treat. Also, how often can I use it. The Allay lamp was a great option because I can use it every day with no harm.
#MigraineChat
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Katie @fabriKatie
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is most important for you in a new #migraine treatment - e.g. efficacy, side effects, cost,
real-world data, easy…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: A2. It's hard to pick one, probably efficacy (esp. real-world, on patients like me), but I've been
burned by some nasty si…

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton This is so true - if we can't access it or afford it then the rest becomes irrelevant!
#migrainechat

Katie @fabriKatie
A2. Probably knowing that I am the "right" audience for it. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@migrainemeander Yes!! I want a medication that actually makes a dent in the pain which is rare to come by.
#MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton A2. Oh, gosh. I'd say it's balanced between efficacy/return on investment and side effects.
#MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@OwlJourney @beth_morton Contraindications are a huge thing and it can be really hard to balance risk vs benefit
or even figure out the risk sometimes when a treatment is new! #migrainechat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton It's so hard to look at side effects of others because it's so hard to say without trying! "Your
experience many vary" and trying so many medications I have found which ones I'm more susceptible to and do tend
to avoid those. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton I've become much better at getting access to new treatments also - I've learnt how to appeal with my
insurance and how to win those appeals:) It's often exhausting tho:( #migrainechat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@migrainemeander @beth_morton So true!! Some times I will do a trial period just in case. To see if it is worth it or
not. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@migrainemeander It is so much extra work. And just when you've won the appeal, you start over. #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton A2 cont. And honestly efficacy/ROI is so hard to judge because it's hard to find information on how
people who have a similar presentation/experience to me react. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton So true! Others may have no side effects but that doesn't mean you won't, and
vice versa also - others may have bad side effects but for you this could be a great option! #migrainechat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@migrainemeander @beth_morton Yes - I knew some and have learned even more from you on that! It is exhausting
but if the potential looks good enough, it gives me enough push to fight! #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@SMauro1622 Perfect set up to the next question.... #MigraineChat
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@OwlJourney @beth_morton That's exactly what I do - but not the one or two pills that are often offered for trials. I
like to try something new several times because not all my attacks are the same! #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A2 cont. I’d add that having an option to try samples is a huge bonus, especially with the larger price
tag for the new medications. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q3. Do you typically want to know about effectiveness, side effects, etc., before you start a new #migraine treatment?
How do you weigh risk vs. benefit? #MigraineChat https://t.co/4NsO212gBV

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton So true! My Dr doesn't get samples so that hasn't been an option for me, I wish
they made samples easier to get. Aimovig did a great thing with how they did their free trial - made it easier for
people like me. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton This can be really hard because what we see in real world use if often very different
than the clinical trials experience. Trying to judge efficacy, side effects, etc without trying for ourselves is not easy!
#migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
A3: I like to know about all of these before starting a new treatment. For me it helps restore a little bit of control and
safety in a disease that has taken these away. I also think that information is important for self-advocacy & partnering
with our doctors! #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton My neurologist gets them which is super great, definitely a worthwhile thing to
look for when seeking out a new doctor - which I have to since I’ve recently moved. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@AnnaSmi32756298 @HemingwayMuse My doctors don't get samples either - some because of state laws, some
because they are part of hospital systems that don't allow it. It makes it hard to trial meds before fighting for full
access. #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton A3. I want to know how people who are chronic in ways similar to how I am chronic react (TYSM to
the folks who have been willing to talk to me in the past!). I'm happy my friend had great results with X, but she has
symptoms 1 day a month. I do...Not. #MigraineChat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton A3 - it's a mixed bag. When I tried Aimovig I knew nothing other than the half life and that was scary.
I wasn't in patient groups. Turns out I had a few side effects (manageable) but I didn't see them as side effects
because they were things I had already. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton A3: Part 2 of this question is tricky! Weighing risk vs benefit is hard because sometimes no option is
great and we find ourselves trying to figure out the “lesser evil”! For me it involves looking at the risk of trying
something plus the risk of not trying it. #migrainechat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@beth_morton A3. absolutely! I have to know the side effects. Some side effects like dry mouth, dizziness, drowsiness
can be managed (for me). While things like nausea, stomach pain, vision issues are a no go (for me). #migrainechat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton A3 cont - Now I am in patient groups, I'm good at reading the experience of others and balancing it
with my own experience - ie if a certain side effect typically affects me. #MigraineChat
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Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A3. Mostly side effects so I can pay attention for them. Effectiveness doesn’t actually mean much
since those markers arent really geared for daily chronic pain. I typically will get one Rx to try and then weigh the cost
based off those results #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@SMauro1622 Absolutely. And since people like me aren't in trials, even reading the studies doesn't give me a good
idea of how it will work *for me.* #MigraineChat

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton I honestly feel like I don't have much choice but to try everything. Nothing helps me very much, &
many meds give me such bad side effects that I can't continue taking them. #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton A2. At present, my most important concern is efficacy for my specific symptoms and safety. I am risk-
averse when it comes to trying untested treatments. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AnnaSmi32756298 @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton One of the things I love about my headache doctor is that
the office always has samples which makes trying new things so much easier, especially without access to the copay
programs. #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A3. I’m also usually the test patient for my doctors when it comes to new treatments so i rely on
patient stories on here and drug trials to gather info rather than doctors #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton A3 cont. I also really like having realistic descriptions of people's experiences - I have a hard time
trusting "it's great and i love it and it's no big deal" because it feels like I'm being snowed (*cough* Botox)
#MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton I tend to feel the same. Migraine is SO disabling to me and the attacks so frequent
that the cost of NOT trying new things is often as big as the risk of the unknown! #migrainechat

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
@beth_morton A2. Efficacy & side effects being tolerable. But if I could find something that actually worked, I'd put
up with a lot of side effects. Of course cost matters to me, but if it was expensive but got me well enough to work
again, I'd be better off financially. #MigraineChat

Dr. Jill Shepherd @jill49_dr
A4 As variability in reponse is high sometimes here in UK it’s a matter of next on the list if failed previous.

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton @HemingwayMuse I'm with a Dr who has a solo practice so I always see him, his office staff all works
for him so PAs and appeals are going well, etc. It's a trade off for personal care which I needed. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton Yes I feel the same way. I may hold off on some treatments to wait for more
information from real world experience but when you’ve tried everything it’s hard to not try what’s next
#Migrainechat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@migrainemeander @beth_morton I love what you said, "The risk of NOT trying it" which is not often talked about!
#MigraineChat
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton @SMauro1622 That is such a huge point - the clinical trials tend to have the healthiest people in
them with no other comorbidities, so it isn't really helpful for "me" in terms of efficacy and side effects:(
#migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @migrainemeander: @rachel_x_graves @beth_morton I tend to feel the same. Migraine is SO disabling to me and
the attacks so frequent that…

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton A3. Yes, I need to know all of this. I am a biomedical researcher. I previously worked in drug discovery
and pharma. I distrust the industry. I don't enter clinical trials and I read clinical trial results before committing to a
new treatment. #MigraineChat

Lindsay Patton @LindsayPatton
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What is most important for you in a new #migraine treatment - e.g. efficacy, side effects, cost,
real-world data, easy…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q4. Why is it important for you to partner with your doctor when making decisions about #migraine treatments?
What does that partnership look like for you? #MigraineChat https://t.co/JgJyazeisq

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Why is it important for you to partner with your doctor when making decisions about
#migraine treatments? What does…

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I have become this for my doctor as well. My 15 min appt becomes 30 min of me
showing him what I know and figuring out what the best options are for me, but he also has info for his other
patients. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
A4: In a partnership vs parental-style relationship, communication & decisions become a 2-way street. This helps
improve medical outcomes, increases likelihood of treatment compliance, & helps reduce the emotional impact of
this disease as patients feel heard! #migrainechat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@migrainemeander @beth_morton Yes! And when I think of migraine disease as a continuum or spectrum of
experience or incidence rate, I want to know how people around my location on that spectrum react/benefit/don't
benefit, because it's not as simple as "it works the same" #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @migrainemeander: A4: In a partnership vs parental-style relationship, communication & decisions become a 2-
way street. This helps impro…

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A4. For me I make a lot of the decisions and my doctors support me. I come in armed with info and
any questions plus insurance approval requirements. My care team serves to support my decisions and helps set
expectations as we explore new treatments. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@LindsayPatton Welcome to #MigraineChat!

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AnnaSmi32756298 @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton That's a great point - having a partnership relationship with
our doctors not only helps us but also can help other patients, especially if our doctor is not a certified headache
specialist. #migrainechat
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Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton I had a headache specialist who didn't want to explain or listen to me. He gave me script, I took it, if I
questioned it, he was frustrated, if I had side effects he huffed. 9 years later I leave. #MigraineChat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@beth_morton A4. It is important because besides me, he knows my migraine history the best. When we discuss
treatment, he will ask how I feel about it, tell me why he thinks its yay/nay and then we go from there. #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A4. My doctors typically share their various observations from drug trials and it’s sort of like a
discussion of the science/intent - like for the IV CGRP and when that makes sense for patients #MigraineChat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton A4 cont my new Dr sits down and we have a conversation. He asks me questions, he wants to know
how things are going well and what needs improved. This has helped me feel I am a partner and I have gained some
control back that my diseases have taken. #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton A3+. Re: cost vs benefit, the treatment MUST be symptom-specific. It's not enough to just reduce
migraine days, bc I've accepted my migraines are daily. Side effects must be less debilitating than the migraine
symptom being treated. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton That's pretty much the same as me! I come in armed with information and my dr
asks me, "What would you like to do?" He is very supportive of my decisions which I appreciate:) #migrainechat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton A4. My doctor has a broader sample size than I do -- he's seen more treatments "in the wild." It's
important to me that we can have conversations about what we each know and what I think I understand. He also has
a firmer sense on how insurance might respond. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@OwlJourney That sounds really supportive. I'm so glad you have that. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton I'm so sorry you went through that. Sadly that is not an unusual experience, and
I'm glad you made the choice to leave and find a better doctor for your care! #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@migrainemeander @beth_morton It’s such a different kind of patient doctor relationship, but it really works to feel
grounded in the decisions and know that I’m trusted to manage my care. #MigraineChat

Lindsay Patton @LindsayPatton
@beth_morton A4 — I wasn’t able to find a headache specialist until I moved out of state. My pcp at the time
prescribed me narcotics. When I started seeing a specialist she worked with me to do trial and error management
instead of covering up the pain #migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton I love that - SO glad you have found a doctor to partner with you in #migraine
treatment! #migrainechat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton A4 cont. I appreciate that my doctor and I have a dialogue about what I need that I'm not getting,
what might be next, what I'm unwilling to try or retry, what interventions I'm doing on my own. #MigraineChat
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Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@beth_morton It took a while, he is my 5th neuro.. stay with him until he retires❤  So glad I have him as well. To
everyone that does not have a great relationship with their doc, keep hunting (if you can) they are good ones out
there. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@AdriaCL1 @SMauro1622 Typically, people with daily #migraine attacks are excluded and people with certain co-
morbid conditions. That means trial results aren't generalizable to patients like me. I usually wait for more real-world
evidence even if it isn't placebo controlled. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@GrumpyPug17 @beth_morton This is a great point! If it helps other symptoms it’s a huge bonus. Especially
compared to medications that make symptoms worse. #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton A4. Partnership means my doctor respects my decision to read scientific literature on a new treatment
before I commit. It means she believes me when I say a treatment doesn't work. It means she is vigilant about drug
interactions and worrisome new symptoms. #MigraineChat

Lindsay Patton @LindsayPatton
@migrainemeander @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Having a migraine tracker app to show my specialist
improved my visits x 1000! #migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@LindsayPatton @beth_morton It's often hard to find a certified headache specialist because there are still WAY too
few of them. Sadly many medical schools have little or no education on migraine & that often means ineffective or
inappropriate treatment #migrainechat

Dr. Jill Shepherd @jill49_dr
#migrainechat A3 I wonder also about how to interpret placebo effects in trials such as cGRP as I understand the
need to reckon with neurological diseases such as migraine placebo effects need to be unpacked more.

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@LindsayPatton @beth_morton The trial and error can be so strenuous but it’s a great process to really narrow in on
what works best for the individual!! #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Yes - I totally agree! It makes a huge difference to have that kind of relationship.
#migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q5. Do access issues - provider access, insurance, cost, etc. - prevent you from trying new #migraine treatments?
How does this impact your health, work, social life, etc.? #MigraineChat https://t.co/DulgWyr6vg

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@LindsayPatton @migrainemeander @beth_morton Yes! I used to use just an app but I found making my own
migraine bullet journals helps me more. Plus i can make it more tailored to whatever I’m focusing on each month
#MigraineChat

Lindsay Patton @LindsayPatton
@migrainemeander @beth_morton RIGHT?! This was in Philadelphia, where I had access to Penn and Jefferson
Medicine. It was a relief to have access to more resources. #migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@LindsayPatton @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton Definitely! I totally rely on my migraine app to see how frequent
& severe my attacks are as well as how much medication I'm taking. Can't rely on my memory, LOL! #migrainechat
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Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@beth_morton A5 - I have learned to navigate pretty well and have been able to try the new medications pretty
easily. I know how to get the "system" to work. Other things are tougher, for instance devices aren't covered by
insurance. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@GrumpyPug17 @beth_morton Perfectly put:) #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A5. Mostly cost as an access issue. I currently have very generous patrons who assist, but when it
comes to continued therapy like massage therapy, the cost often prevents me from having consistent access.
#MigraineChat

Adriana @AdriaCL1
@migrainemeander @LindsayPatton @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton What apps are good for tracking migraines?
#migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
A5: Access issues are a huge thing when we want to try new #migraine treatments. This in turn can lead to
chronification of migraine, worsened comorbidities from inappropriate use of other treatments, & negative
consequences on work, social life & relationships. #migrainechat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton A5. To some extent, yes. I see a family doctor for my migraines. She is very accessible, responsive,
knowledgable, and wholistic. She has been following me forever. But it does mean that I am a bit delayed with new
treatments, as I only see her in person annually. #MigraineChat

Chronic night owl @OwlJourney
@beth_morton A5. I am so so so so so thankful that my insurance is great. They let me try anything. Thankfully, this
lets treatment happen pretty fast and consistently. #migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton It's very sad that the new neurostimulator devices for #migraine aren't covered
by insurance. Hoping this changes over the next few years! #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A5. For new devices, absolutely. Insurers - especially @CMSGov - need to start covering migraine devices. These are
expenses, yet the people who often can benefit the most are chronic migraine patients who need varied acute &
preventive treatment. #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton A5+. I could ask for a neurology referral at any time, but I know that the care I would receive would
not be as good. I have multiple chronic illnesses that I would need to explain, some of which contradict the drugs for
migraine. It is a complex decision. #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622
@beth_morton A5. Right now insurance (and its close sibling, cost). I've considered trying CGRP preventative, but it's
likely insurance won't cover both it and botox, and botox is the only thing that has done anything. It's not a gamble
I'm ready to make. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AdriaCL1 @LindsayPatton @HemingwayMuse @beth_morton There's no perfect app out there yet, but the one I
use the most is Migraine Buddy. I don't use the Pro version, just the basic free one. It gives great charts to print!
There's also N1-Headache to help figure your triggers. #migrainechat

Dr. Jill Shepherd @jill49_dr
A5 in UK we have to largely wait until @NICEComms allows licensed pharmaceutical to be prescribed by NHS but
then we do not pay #migrainechat
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@OwlJourney @beth_morton That's awesome! #migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton @CMSGov So true! @CMSGov definitely needs to start covering these devices. It would be a win-win
for everyone! #migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@SMauro1622 @beth_morton Some insurance companies are covering both, but it's not an across the board thing
and many deny covering both meds at the same time. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Q6. What is most exciting for you about the new #migraine treatments we’ve seen over the past two years?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/2gYm6gktlW

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
#migrainechat a few people have mentioned tracking and asked about apps. I bullet journal to track my attacks and
other conditions and I made this easy resource for anyone else who may be interested in making a journal ☺ 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
A6: These new #migraine treatments are very exciting! Growing up as a child with no options except pain meds, these
new treatments, together with the growth of research and a growing interest among doctors, is helping restore hope!
#migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton A6. The devices and the Allay Lamp. Me and medications just don’t mix well and the focus away from
medicines gives me hope that research will begin to go further into lifestyle and environmental changes
#MigraineChat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@migrainemeander Q6 - For me, I finally have a preventative and 2 abortive medications! I had so many "fails" that I
had nothing I had taken in nearly 2 years. I am able to manage and live life again. Far from perfect but better!
#Migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
A6. For me, it's knowing that really smart people are studying #migraine pathophysiology and figuring out new
targets *for migraine.* So even though the CGRP mAbs weren't my miracle, maybe the next thing will be.
#MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: A6. For me, it's knowing that really smart people are studying #migraine pathophysiology and
figuring out new targets *for…

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton A6: I also love that we have a variety of different things we can utilize together now to have a
"toolbox" approach to migraine management rather than just one thing. #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton Yes!! There’s a sense of hope. CGRP wasn’t really for me either but wow the future potential now
gives me so much hope #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton I definitely relate to that. Knowing that there are really smart people now researching #migraine, vs
the past where there was little interest, is super exciting! Hope for the future! #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@MaeNena73 Yes! but still need more research on chronic migraine, IMO. #MigraineChat
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Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
@beth_morton A6. I'm just thrilled that companies are looking at migraine at all! We need more research! The more
interest there is in migraine disease, the more we can understand the mechanisms, and the closer we will be at
treating folks with different symptoms. #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @GrumpyPug17: @beth_morton A6. I'm just thrilled that companies are looking at migraine at all! We need more
research! The more interest…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
CT. Do you have any questions or concerns about new #migraine treatments we didn’t touch on today? Please let us
know and we will try to address them - if not now, we'll follow up. #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@GrumpyPug17 @beth_morton This is really true! I especially am excited that there is research into the genetics of
migraine - hopefully this will help provide answers and also more targeted treatment. #migrainechat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@emily_baumbach @beth_morton The half life is huge! I reacted badly to the CGRP Aimovig so with the new Ditan
option knowing the half life made me feel safer about trying it #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Also, don’t forget that between each chat, you can post questions, comments, or rants using #MigraineChatQA (or
#MigraineChat) and I’ll retweet (and answer, as applicable). See my pinned tweets for all info. We can keep the
conversation and support going all month!

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Thank you all for being here today and especially to Shoshana (@migrainemeander). Please check out her website
and Facebook groups if you haven’t already. They are incredible resources for the #migraine community.
#MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
I think one of the biggest concerns I've heard from folks, and also for me, is the long half-life of the CGRP
monoclonal antibodies. I'm looking forward to the oral CGRPs being studied for prevention with shorter half-lives!
#migrainechat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
RT @migrainemeander: @GrumpyPug17 @beth_morton This is really true! I especially am excited that there is
research into the genetics of mig…

Katie @fabriKatie
@beth_morton Thank you Beth and @migrainemeander! #MigraineChat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@beth_morton Thank you for having me here! My website is: https://t.co/l5MVVz2NQi and groups are
https://t.co/dLd6uKxrLr and https://t.co/fIJ13G46vD. Everyone is welcome! #migrainechat

Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Do you typically want to know about effectiveness, side effects, etc., before you start a new
#migraine treatment? H…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@fabriKatie @migrainemeander Thanks again for being here, Katie!! #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
@beth_morton I would love to hear if anyone has tried Reyvow! What was your experience like? Was it similar to
Fioricet? #MigraineChat
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Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @beth_morton: Also, don’t forget that between each chat, you can post questions, comments, or rants using
#MigraineChatQA (or #MigraineC…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton I would love to hear if anyone has tried Reyvow! What was your experience
like? Was it similar to Fioricet?…

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton I've tried Reyvow. It's a different class of medication than fioricet. I don't like the
side effects that I had, but keep it as a last option. It's a scheduled drug and can cause MOH, but it's helping a lot of
folks! #migrainechat

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
@beth_morton A3. If the treatment is low-risk like a device, I usually don’t care about the effectiveness. Honestly, I’ve
tried so many things, and I want the placebo effect to work in my favor. I do want to know about side effects, short-
and -long term, & daily use concerns #migrainechat

Adriana @AdriaCL1
@beth_morton Not new, but interested in people's experiences with devices like Cefaly. Don't have one and wonder
if it's worth spending the money. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @AdriaCL1: @beth_morton Not new, but interested in people's experiences with devices like Cefaly. Don't have
one and wonder if it's wort…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
@beth_morton A4. I’m lucky to have a really knowledgeable headache specialist. I trust that he’ll talk to me straight
and won’t be afraid to get into the specifics of the research. He’s printed a journal article for me & will tell me if he
thinks something isn’t worth the cost. #migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AdriaCL1 @beth_morton I've heard a lot of good things from folks, but like everything else it's mixed and we all
respond differently. It actually triggered migraine for me cos of allodynia. However, they have a money back
guarantee so may be worth trying! #migrainechat

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@AdriaCL1 @beth_morton Other devices such as the #GammaCore, #sTMS and #Nerivio are also good options to try
but aren't currently covered by insurance so can be pricey! I use the Nerivio for some of my attacks & it seems to
help. #migrainechat

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
@beth_morton A5. #Migraineaccess has been a big issue for me. I was on Medicare & had tried most treatments
except the newer, costly ones. My out of pocket costs for a CGRP mAb were 300/mo. Now I have private insurance
and can use coupons, but devices still aren’t covered. #migrainechat

Jennifer @jaygarlic
@beth_morton I would like to see a better understanding of hormones and migraine. When I was pregnant, I was
treated to a 9 month migraine. It’s not the same for everyone, but let’s understand. We need studies that involve men
and women. #migrainechat

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @beth_morton: A5. For new devices, absolutely. Insurers - especially @CMSGov - need to start covering migraine
devices. These are expens…

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
@beth_morton A6. Abortive treatments with a cumulative effect! That you can use every day or nearly every day&
they start working preventively!! This is really exciting for someone intent on crawling her way out of chronic daily
migraine. #migrainechat
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Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @migrainemeander: @AdriaCL1 @beth_morton Other devices such as the #GammaCore, #sTMS and #Nerivio are
also good options to try but aren'…

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander
@GrumpyPug17 @HemingwayMuse @AdriaCL1 @beth_morton You can find more information about #Cefaly here:
https://t.co/2mq04m0ql0. There are three device options: acute treatment only, preventive only, and a device that
offers both. They have a sale right now on the "dual" one. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@jaygarlic I have a #MigraineChat planned on this topic and may try to get a headache specialist on board since it's
such a tough topic. Stay tuned. Likely late fall/early winter! Still, I agree, it feels like there information out there is
murky. More research would be ideal.

Angie Glaser @winedarkme
RT @beth_morton: A6. For me, it's knowing that really smart people are studying #migraine pathophysiology and
figuring out new targets *for…

Adriana @AdriaCL1
@beth_morton That's good to hear. I might give it a go since it has a 'money back if not satisfied' policy. Also in the
market for an ice hat, if you have recomendations for one of those. #migrainechat

Anna Smith @AnnaSmi32756298
@AdriaCL1 Ive done 23 doses - first thing that benefit outweighed side effects. It's gotten better over time too! So
month 1 ok, but month 6 way better, month 12 way better. It's made all my conditions more manageable so that I
can abort an attack instead of being mushed. #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@PutAimovigOnNHS @winedarkme The gepants are being trialed for both preventive and acute use: e.g., Nurtec is
being tested for every other day use (preventively). #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@jaimpeltz Welcome, Jaimie. I'm so sorry you've been dealing with an attack that long. I'm about to sign off for a bit,
but check out the hashtag #MigraineChat to see all the Q&A and add your own answers as you feel up to it! 💜

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@winedarkme @PutAimovigOnNHS Yes, and devices don't have s/e for most! Hurray! #MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@jaimpeltz It's okay. People are still chatting! I just need a break! Take your time scrolling and answering!
#MigraineChat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Ice hat recs for Adriana: esp ways to maybe get the Headache Hat internationally? (reply to her so she sees it)
#MigraineChatQA

Tinu @Tinu
RT @beth_morton: Who is joining #MigraineChat today? Only if you want, introduce yourself in any way you are
comfortable. I’m Beth, your…

Beth Morton @beth_morton
Details on #MigraineChatQA, #MigraineChat, & #NEISvoid https://t.co/IzsafCpPEY

Lance Fogan @lance_fogan
RT @beth_morton: Also, don’t forget that between each chat, you can post questions, comments, or rants using
#MigraineChatQA (or #MigraineC…
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Tinu @Tinu
RT @beth_morton: Details on #MigraineChatQA, #MigraineChat, & #NEISvoid https://t.co/IzsafCpPEY

Robin Artemis social distancing @RobinArtemis1
@beth_morton I am late to this chat so it’s over. Would still like to answer though. Some products from the US are
not paid for here in Canada. Every province is different. Cost is a big factor, especially if a doctor needs to prescribe it.
#MigraineChat

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@beth_morton A3. I’ve changed on this over time. I used to read up on the effectiveness and side effects, but it’s
discouraging since the effectiveness is often so-so. Seems like every treatment helps like maybe 20% of patients and
then reduced headache days by 1 per month. #MigraineChat

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@beth_morton And I realize this may not be the most responsible of me, but I’m just so tired. I just rely on my (great)
neurologist now. #MigraineChat

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@beth_morton A3: I have a weird relationship with reading up on side effects because a doctor said I shouldn’t
(implying that I was reporting side effects b/c I knew they were possible). That messed with my trust in myself and
now I worry I’m inventing side effects #MigraineChat

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton Me too. I didn’t want to take a medicine he invented (there was NO evidence
and he charged $$$). He treated me like I was an idiot. I finally left because I brought my mom to an appointment
and she was furious at how he treated me. 1/2 #MigraineChat

Mothra Wetzel @Mar_Wetzel
@AnnaSmi32756298 @beth_morton I had just thought, “well he’s better than the last one who blamed me for ‘not
trying hard enough’ and he’s the only migraine expert in my city.” #MigraineChat

Steve Asbell (SEMI-HIATUS) @steve_asbell
Pretty sure that Aimovig injections are reducing my migraine days because I actually had two days in a row without a
migraine last week. It was amazing. #MigraineChat

CT Sport @infoctsport
@ctfitt This looks like it might be worth a try with my migraines. Will PM you if that's ok? #migraine #migrainechat
#Migraines

Dr. Mac Lee @drmchenrylee
Migraines? Headaches? See if this common sense approach fits your pain situation. #migrainechat #migrainechat
#Migraines #earpain https://t.co/DTWsbXQG8N

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Migraines always make me late to this, I don’t like it. But important considerations for me our cost and side effects,
some of the things I’ve tried have left me so befuddled I couldn’t function even on days I didn’t have a migraine.
#MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Efficacy is important but side effects are more so. If I have fewer migraines but can’t function for more days, I’ll take
the difficulties I’m familiar with. Cost is a deciding factor, I tend to rely heavily on community experiences when
choosing to try something. #MigraineChat

Grumpy Pug (Kate) @GrumpyPug17
Just a reminder for my fellow migraineurs!
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D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Yes. I want to know all the things before I start any new treatment. But particularly how effective it is in people with
my particular Some categorizations. And what side effects I should expect and which ones are potentially the most
dangerous. #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
I’m lucky enough to have a really good relationship with my doctors, it’s their job to understand the science and help
me know how it might apply in my particular circumstances, it’s my job to decide what risks I’m willing to take and
how much benefit is enough. #MigraineChat

Lena Morgaine @bitterplumeart
RT @GrumpyPug17: New hashtag for migraineurs who want to scream questions into the void! #MigraineChatQA As
always, add the No End In Sig…

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Yes. Both I and my doctors think that the newer classes of drugs might be really helpful for me but insurance does
not tend to agree. And I can’t afford them without insurance. I have felt those effects acutely particularly in this rather
high stress time. #MigraineChat

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect
Feeling like there are options now in Waze there were not just a few years ago. And a deeper understanding of the
causes of migraine, I always find it helpful just knowing what exactly is going on inside of my body. #MigraineChat

Tömlïnsøn 🌘🌑🌒 @HemingwayMuse
RT @grrlintersect: Efficacy is important but side effects are more so. If I have fewer migraines but can’t function for
more days, I’ll tak…

Migraine Strong @MigraineStrong1
@beth_morton A4. My headache specialist treats me like the educated patient I am. There is also a collaborative
quality to our appointments. He’s always interested in what I am doing advocacy wise, and never rushes the
appointment. #MigraineChat

Migraine Strong @MigraineStrong1
@beth_morton A5. Cost is important. Huge deductible here. I don’t have any issues with provider access for migraine.
#MigraineChat

Kisha Upshaw @KUpshaw
RT @MigraineStrong1: @beth_morton A4. My headache specialist treats me like the educated patient I am. There is
also a collaborative qualit…

Kisha Upshaw @KUpshaw
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Why is it important for you to partner with your doctor when making decisions about
#migraine treatments? What does…

Kisha Upshaw @KUpshaw
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What are some of the factors you consider when deciding to try a new treatment for
#migraine? Where do you go for in…

Kisha Upshaw @KUpshaw
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Do you typically want to know about effectiveness, side effects, etc., before you start a new
#migraine treatment? H…

AyeShades @aye_shades
Anyone else suffer major migraines from gaming? #Migraines #gaming #migrainechat

Beth Morton @beth_morton
RT @aye_shades: Anyone else suffer major migraines from gaming? #Migraines #gaming #migrainechat
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Brianne Benness @bennessb
RT @aye_shades: Anyone else suffer major migraines from gaming? #Migraines #gaming #migrainechat

AyeShades @aye_shades
I have been a victim of migraines for 12 years now & I would say my biggest trigger is gaming. However gaming is a
huge part of my life and I don’t intend to give it up. Is there any tips to help prevent so many attacks while gaming?
#Migraine #MigraineChat #Gaming #Headaches

Beth Morton @beth_morton
@serenawilliams @AbbVieUS Thanks for speaking up, @serenawilliams! From one migraine warrior to another, thank
you. Let me know if you ever want to pop by our #MigraineChat!

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves
I requested patient assistance for #Reyvow, & instead Eli Lilly sent me a bunch of #emgality. So maybe I'll try
switching from #aimovig. #migraine #MigraineChat
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